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Abstract 

A finite element formulation for the thermoelastic-plastic material is presented in the 
incremental form with thermomechanical considerations. Emphasis is focused upon the 
constitutive relation by using the generalized yield function. The governing equations 
for finite deformation containing the increments of displacement and temperature as 
unknowns are deduced for the material. 

1. Introduction 
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This paper is concerned with the finite element formulation of coupled thermo

elastic-plastic materials, which is a special case of the various kinds of coupled problems 

in the field of natural science. The thermodynamic consideration in addition to the 

kinetic treatment is required to formulate such problems in continuum mechanics.1>, 2> 

Many attempts have been made to deal with the coupled problems of thermo

elastic or thermoviscoelastic materials3>-5>, and the fundamental equations have been 

established.6>-9> In particular, Biot's variational formulation10> is one of the brilliant 

investigations, where he deduced a variational principle similar to Hamilton's principle 

in dynamics. 

Recently, the finite element method was introduced to analyze the coupled problems 

for elastic, viscoelastic or general simple materials.11>- 14> On the other hand, the 

finite element analyses for elastic-plastic materials were made, for the uncoupled 

problems, such as isothermal deformations with infinitesimal15),16> or finite strain16)-21) 

and thermal stress problems.22)-24) 

As for the coupled thermoelastic-plastic materials, however, a difficulty is raised 
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about the treatment of the thermomechanical constitutive relations, especially, of the 

internal dissipation function. The emphasis focused upon in the present paper is the 

formulations of stress-strain relation in terms of yield function and the incremental 

equations of motion and heat conduction for finite deformation with the internal dis

sipation function. 

2. Preliminaries 

Consider the continuous body !B under the action of the general system of external 

forces and heat condition: The body is under a natural unstrained state with a uniform 

temperature To at the time t=O, and the body is referred to occupy the configuration 

Co. 

In order to trace the motion of the body and the time variation of the temperature, 

we select the other state in the configuration Ci. The material coordinates x,(z"=l, 

2, 3), which coincide with the spatial rectangular cartesian coordinates X1(i=l, 2, 3) 

m the reference configuration C0 , are introduced. 

The motion of the body can be defined by the equation of the form 

I 
axi \>o. 
dXj 

( 1) 

Let the base vactor referred to Xi be denoted ii and the base vectors referred to Xi, 

Gt and G'. The material point P 0 in the body !B in C0 transforms to the point Pin 

Ct, If the points P 0 and Pare identified by the position vectors r0 and r, respectively, 

the displacement vector is defined by 

u=r-ro=(Xi-xt)ii=ud,, ( 2) 

where Ui is the cartesian component of the displacement relative to C0 • It is easy to 

show the relation between Gi and it: 

where the comma denotes the partial derivatives with respect to Xi. 

For later convenience we introduce the interpolating function if;(x) to approximate 

the displacement and the temperature field in the finite element. The components 

of the displacement vector can be described by making use of this function as 

( 4) 

where the repeated nodal index N is to be summed up from 1 to Ne, while Ne is the 

total number of the nodes composing each element. 

The components of the Green strain tensor and the strain rate tensor can be also 

written as 
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and 

(6) 

where the superimposed dot denotes the time derivative. 

The absolute temperature {) at the point P of the body is the sum of the uniform 

temperature T 0 and the change in temperature T, that is 

(7) 

The temperature increment Ll{) is then given by 

(8) 

3. Thermomechanical Constitutive Relations 

It has already been mentioned that, to investigate the coupled problems in the 

continuum mechanics, the thermomechanical consideration should be introduced. 

At the first step, the discussion of the constitutive relations for the thermoelastic-plastic 

material is made in this section before the formulation of the coupled thermoelastic

plastic problem. Here, we deduce the incremental stress-strain relation following 

the constitutive relations proposed by Perzyna and Wojno.25,26) 

The constitutive relations for the thermoelastic-plastic body are generally given 

by 

cf,=cf,(ril, rt1P, 8) 

~=-~t 
Kii=Po_jj___ 

art/ 

q=q(rt/, riiP, 8, grad 8) 

rijP=Antj 

( 9) 

where r,l and riiP denote the elastic and plastic components of the strain tensor ri1, 

respectively. The functions cf, and ~ are the specific Helmholtz free energy and the 

specific entropy, Kif the Kirchhoff stress tensor, Po the density in C0 , q the heat flux 

vector per unit area in C0 , while grad{) is the gradient of the temperature with respect 

to xi. In the above relation, A is the constant which should be determined in terms 

of the yield function and n!J is the second order symmetric tensor function. 

Assume now the yield function in the form 
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(10) 

where k is the function of the isotropic hardening parameter Kand the absolute tempera

ture 0. 27> 

The constant fl in Eq.(9)5 can be determined by the condition F=O as 

( 11) 

with the non-negative function 

~ [ aF ]-1 

G= - ariJP niJ . (12) 

Hence, the plastic strain rate iijP is deduced for each case as 

(13) 

The internal dissipation function2> which will be clarified in the next section is 

expressed in the form,26) 

(14) 

Of course, these quantities must be constrained by the general dissipation inequality 

1 a+ 0 q grad 0"?.0. (15) 

Assumption is made on the specific Helmholtz free energy f 28> which is given as 

the summation of eleastic and plastic parts as 

(16) 

where 1,e is equal to the free energy adopted in thermoelastic problems and given by 

(17) 

with the elastic constants 

and the specific heat c. The plastic part of the free energy ef,P may have the form 

(18) 
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where the tensor coefficients <f>iJkl satisfy the same symmetry relations as EJikl. 

We now try to deduce the incremental stress-strain relation for the thermoelastic

plastic body from the constitutive equation (9) under the assumptions already mentioned. 

The free energy cf>* in the configuration Ct+Jt at t=t+Llt after an infinitesimal change 

from Ct, is obtained by expanding it in the Taylor series at C1 and heglecting the higher 

order terms; 

(19) 

* Hence, by making use of Eqs.(9), (18) and (19), the stress tensor Kil in Ct+4t is 

(20) 

where the condition cJ2cp/cJr;lc!r;1P=0 is used, which 1s deduced from Eq.(16) and 

Llr;/ is replaced by L1r;1-L1r11P. We can have the stress increment L1Kif corresponding 

to the change of the configuration Ct+4t from Ct by substituting Eq. (13) into Eq.(20), 

The incremental stress-strain relation is now obtained by solving Eq.(21) on 

L1 Kii, i.e., 

with 

A A 

+ (BiJ _£ EiJlcln1c1Bmn c!F ___ Si__ EiJlcln1c1 c!f___)L1 T 
S aKmn S c!0 

=AiJlclLJr1c1+DiJLJT, 

S=l+GEiJlcln1cz J!!__ cJKii · 

(22) 

(23) 

It is not difficult to show that in the case of an elastic deformation, the material constants 

are reduced to 

This means that AiJkl and DiJ have the same symmetry law as EiJlcl and Bil, 

respectively. Kawahara and Horii20> introduced a constitutive equation similar to Eq. 

(22) under the condition that the yield function was not affected by the temperature. 

In the isothermal deformation, the relation similar to Eq.(22) was also presented under 
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different conditions. 21) ,29) 

The increment of the plastic strain .1r11P is obtained by substituting Eq. (22) into 

Eq.(13); 

- aF -( aF aF) .1rt1P=[_; aJtmn Amnklnt1.1rk1+G -aKmn Dmn+arr nt1.1T 

=a1l1.1rkl+/3i1.1T, (24) 

with 

atl1=atlk=a1tkl and /311=/31t• 

For later convenience, we try to evaluate the explicit expressions of P0~, p0.1~ 
and .1a. First of all, Po0 can be expressed by substituting Eq.(16) into Eq.(9) 

Po~=-Po-~: =-(Btiit1e+-j,
0 

0), (25) 

where we have used Eq.(17). 

A combination of Eqs.(16) and (17) leads to the form as 

Po.10=(Bklaklij_ Bi1).1r11+ (f3t1Bii--f,o ).1 T 

+ B1ia1/1.1r kt+ Biit11.1 T 

= ,s11.1it1+tS.1 T+rSii.1r11+Ts.1 T. (26) 

Since the increment of the internal dissipation function .1a 1s expressed from 

Eq.(14) as 

oa ( oa oa ) .1 oa .1 
.1a= ori;" .1riJ + or mnP - or mn" riJP + 08 T, 

the explicit from of .1a is given as follows: 

(27) 

with 

4. Governing Equations for a Finite Element 

A typical finite element with the volume v 0 and the surface area A 0 at the reference 

configuration C0 is considered to discuss the energy balance of the continuum under 
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the action of external forces and heat supply. As will be discussed at the end of this 

chapter, it is easy to obtain the equations governing the entire system. 

The law of conservation of energy for the finite element, considering only thermo

mechanical behavior, is 

(28) 

where K and U are the kinetic energy and internal energy of the element, and Q and 

Q are the mechanical power and heat supply, respectively. If all quantities are refered 

to C0 , these are expressed as follows, 

U= r Poedv J Vo 

Q = j qu.1otdA + J, Pohdv. 
Ao Vo 

(29) 

In Eq.(29) sand hare the internal energy and the heat supply per unit mass, respectively, 

Ft is the body force per unit mass, P 1 and qi are the surface force and the heat flux 

per unit area referred to xi, respectively; while 110 1 is the unit normal to A 0 • 

Substitution of Eq.(29) into Eq.(28) gives the global form of energy balance for 

the element as 

( Poututdv+J, Poedv J vo vo 

= ( PoFtutdv+j PtutdA +j qtvotdA + ( Pohdv. j Vo Ao Ao j t'o 
(30) 

Bearing in mind the following expression for the surface force, 

(31) 

and assuming that the principle of balance of linear momentum hold, we have the 

local form of energy balance from Eq.(30) under the certain continuity requirement, 

(32) 

The equation of motion for the element is obtained by substituting Eq.(32) into Eq.(30) 

and using Eq.(4), 

J, Po,f,N,f,MdvutM +}, Kmi(8tj+,f,M,JUtM),f,N,mdv 
vo vo 

(33) 
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Since the increment of the surface force LlP; can be denoted as 

LlP;=LJKmJ(o;;+tf, M,jUiM)l,)om + Kmitf,M ,J).)omLlu;M 

==.LlPoi(ot;+tf,M, jUiM) + Poitf,M,j.tl u;M' (34) 

the incremental form of Eq.(33) is obtained by adopting the constitutive equation (22) 

in the following 

r PotpM!pNdvLlutM iv, 

+ [;:,, AmJlcltf,M,lctpN,m(01r+tf, K,/UrK)(OtJ+'PL,JUtL)dv 

+ r Kmltf,M,j!pN,mdvoir-J PoiipNtpM,jdAo;r]LlurM lvo Ao 

and is written briefly as 

(35) 

(36) 

We now introduce the free energy ¢, and internal dissipation function a in order 

to deduce the equation of heat conduction, 

<{:,=o-ri8, (37) 

a=Ki1ft1-Po(cfo+ri0). (38) 

The concrete expression for these functions has already been given in Sec. 3. Since 

the relation 

is obtained from Eqs.(37) and (38), it can be shown that the following equation of 

the local form of energy balance is rewritten as 

(39) 

Upon multiplying both sides of Eq.(39) by T and making use of the Green-Gauss 

theorem, we obtain the following general equation of heat conduction 

( PoTBridv=j Tq;l,)otdA lvo Ao 

- ( (qtT;-PoTh)dv+ ( aTdv. 
lvo lvo (40) 

The incremental form of Eq.( 40) is obtained by operating L1 after substituting Eqs. 
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(4), (7) and (8) into Eq.(40) and simplifying it, i.e., 

(41) 

We now require the Fourier's law of the heat conduction which can be denoted as 

(42) 

where 11.if is the thermal conductivity tensor in the configuration Ct, By making use 

of Eqs.(25), (26) and (42), the incremental form of the general equation of heat con

duction is obtained from Eq.(41), 

or briefly 

r ;.Sif,j;Ni/;M,J(To+if;KTK)(oir+if;L,JUrL)dvLlu·rM Jv, 

+ r iSi/;Ni/;M(To+if;KTK)dvLlTM Jv, 

+ {Iv, i/;Ni/;M,i(To+,f;KTK)f ~Si1,f;L,JUl+,Si1(81r+urKif;K,J)]dv 

- r 11.miif;N,ii/;M,J[(81m+u1,m)tpK,lOir+(oim+u,,m)if;K,r]TKdv 
j Vo 

- Iv, ,aiiif;NtpM,i(OJr+if; K,JUrK)dv }LlurM 

+ {fv, if;Ni/;M( fSt1ri1+rST) dv+ fv, rSif;Ni/;M(To+if;KTK)dv 

- ( 11.mn,µN,ii/;M,j(Oim +ut,m)(OJn +u1,n)dv J VO 

- Iv, rai/;Ni/;Mdv}LlTM 

= j tpNL1q1,voidA + r if;NL1hdv, 
Ao lvo 

(43) 

(44) 

Now we have the fundamental equations for the coupled thermoelastic-plastic 

problems for an element in the form of Eqs.(36) and (44). The final equations of the 

whole system are deduced by superposing these equations of an element over the 

entire domain, and taking into account the mechanical and the thermal boundary 

conditions of the system considered. They can be expressed in the matrix form as 

ML1u+KL1u+tMT=L1ll, 

aL1ti+bL1T+kL1u+~L1T=L1Z. 

(45) 

(46) 
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where Liu and LIT are the nodal displacement increment and nodal temperature in

crement vectors of the whole system, and the coefficient matrices in the above equations 

are obtained by superposing the element coefficient matrices in Eqs.(36) and (44). 

As the time derivatives of Liu and LIT in the equations such as Liu, Llii and LIT 
are expressed approximately by their current and preceding values,30> we can obtain 

the incremental displacement LI u and temperature LIT by solving the linear simultaneous 

equations. It is easy to calculate the strain increment Llrii, the stress increment LIKii 

and also the current values of rii and Kif of the elements once Liu and LIT are 

determined. 

6. Concludin~ Remarks 

In order to formulate the coupled thermoelastic-plastic problem, the thermo

mechanical constitutive equation for the thermoelastic-plastic material was deduced 

with the assumption that the free energy of the material is given as the summation of 

two parts, i.e., elastic and plastic parts. 

The finite element formulation for the equation of motion and that of heat con

duction during finite deformation was presented in the incremental form with the 

internal dissipation function proposed by Perzyna and Wojno. 

The final governing equations containing nodal displacement increments and 

nodal temperature increments as unknowns were deduced. 
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